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Why Cubesats/Chipsats? 
• The outer solar system is challenging for conventional 

missions 
– Long travel times 
– Long-distance communications 
– Solar power is often impractical 
– “Flagship” model, can be a “Christmas tree” full of instruments, 

“something for everybody” 
• Cubesats/Chipsats can mitigate some of these challenges 
• With simpler spacecraft, can have focused science goals, 

can do things you could never do with a major mission 
Voyager Cassini Cubesat 
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Example: Iapetus 
• An exceedingly interesting world 

– Magnetic field? 
– Geophysics (Formerly a fast rotator? 

Whence the equatorial ridge?) 
– Mascons at major basins? 
– Constraints on Saturn system origins 
– Color dichotomy now explained by 

infalling debris + thermal processing 

• Will not be focus of a major 
mission in foreseeable future  

Iapetus 

• A Cubesat with only a magnetometer and a radio 
transmitter (for gravity) would address a host of 
interesting questions (add a camera?) 
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Swarm Mapping a Magnetosphere 
• As Cluster did for Earth, but with more nodes 
• Simply a magnetometer, perhaps a Langmuir probe 
• Mapping simultaneously at many locations is a big plus 

(magnetospheres are like weather systems)  
• Tracking Chipsats, could use them as dynamical tracers 
• Can we do without the  

long boom?   
Chipsat: Probably 
Cubesat: Maybe? 

• Uranus/Neptune  
magnetospheres  
very poorly known 

Cluster 
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Gravity Mapping 
• All you need is a dumb 

radio transmitter 
– Could be a Cubesat making 

many flybys 
– Could be Chipsats with a 

Cubesat as mother comlink 
– Could be high harmonics of 

a planet, or many moons 
• Juno at Jupiter, great stuff, 

but only close at equator 
• Better resolution via 

differential tracking of lots 
of sats, like Grace/Grail? 

• Giant inflatable antenna? 
Juno 
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Atmospheres 
• Jupiter or Saturn, maybe Titan? 
• Stopping not such a big problem 

for large surface-to-volume, 
though still needs thought 

• Map winds and currents 
accurately and in 3-D (cloud 
tracking is tricky, and can only be 
done at cloud tops) 

• Map chemical composition (H/He, H2O, etc.) 
• Probably upper layers only (Could we get down to where 

water condenses?)   
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Atmospheres 
• Rate of Chipsat dispersal could 

yield turbulence properties 
• Particle sizes and number 

densities within clouds? Perhaps 
by observing laser attenuation?    

• Opacity: How deep does sunlight 
penetrate, and where is heat 
deposited?  

• Lightning: map out spatial (3-D) and temporal distribution 
• Ammonia strongly attenuates radio signal (big problem 

both for occultations and for probe communication); 
could Chipsats communicate with visible light pulses? 
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Other Ideas 
• Moons (Io, Europa, Ganymede, Titan) 

– Photogeology? 
– Land homing beacons on surfaces to finely 

track moon positions, orientations 
– Chemical assay chips, each one tuned to 

detect a particular molecule (yes or no 
answer from each chip) 

• Enceladus plume 
– Map velocity field 
– Are currently observed  

variations spatial or temporal? 
• Dust detector mapping?   

– Conventional detectors require too much 
power, but perhaps new technologies, such 
as piezoelectric? 

Titan 

Europa 

Io 

Enceladus 
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Conclusions 
• The outer solar system is rich in potential targets for 

Cubesat/Chipsat mission concepts 
– Ring dynamics (see talk by Hedman) 
– Swarm mapping of magnetospheres, gravity, atmospheres 
– Focused mission to Iapetus 
– Icy moons 

• Focus, multiplicity, disposability add capabilities not 
accessible to conventional space missions 

• Major challenges here to Cubesat/Chipsats include 
– Power (far from Sun) 
– Communications (far from Earth) 
– Magnetospheric hazards (esp. if operating near Jupiter) 
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